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Release Notes MobiMed Smart v4.2.7 

Software Article Number 490210736 (Software Build No 15.05.26.1) 

 

New features 

 New feature to search for a field and for values and free text in the ePR, for users to easier allocate in which tab a 

specific field is located, and to find free text and other information which has been entered into the ePR. Will be 

available both on PU and on CWS. Optional feature, please contact Ortivus for more information and cost. (5419)  

 

Customer specific changes  

 SCASFT: CCN SC007 - Drawing Templates & Diagrams – Two lung diagrams and abdominal diagram added, lines 

adjusted. (5508) 

 SCASFT: CCN SC014 Field updates. (5229) 

 SCASFT: CCN SC018 GP Triage. (5338) 

 SCASFT: CCN SC026 Medicines Lists Configuration Changes. (5345) 

 SCASFT: ServiceNow ref: INC0010888 - The ePR has been updated with new ePR Ids, solving an issue with IDs 

being used as both time bound and non-time bound attributes. (5363) 

 SCASFT: ServiceNow ref: INC0010900 - the formula to calculate the pack years for smokers corrected. (5393) 

 SCASFT: ServiceNow ref INC0010901 - Header text added in “Final Disposition>Non Conveyance>See & Treat - 

Presenting Complaint - Secondary Presenting Complaint box”. (5395) 

 SCASFT: ServiceNow ref INC0010915 - DoB control no longer tries to write values when the ePR is in read only 

state. (5462) 

 SCASFT: ServiceNow ref INC0010946 - amendments to the CCN006 - Guidelines Page. (5549) 

 SWASFT: CCN SW015 ePR Configuration Changes. (5418) 

 SWASFT: CCN SW017 ePR Configuration Changes. (5346) 

 SWASFT: CCN SW018 ePR Configuration Changes. (5347) 

 SWASFT: ServiceNow ref INC0010904 - Single quotes and resizing issues fixed for drug pages. (5398) 

 SWASFT: ServiceNow ref INC0010925 – Flight mode issue resolved. (5490) 

 SWASFT: Error message when toggling monitoring between two patients resolved. (5572) 

 

Bugs corrected and improvements 

 Images can now be downloaded when patient handover is first done via the server and then via WLAN. (5035) 

 Updates able to be downloaded when upload of files fails, for example if event logs fails to be uploaded. (5172) 

 Summary Care Record changes to error messages. (5245) 
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 Login icon changed to be easier to distinguish for people with colour deficiencies. (5258) 

 Symbol for “Audio off” and “Audio paused” changed to reflect the International Standard IEC 60601-1-8 for 

Medical electrical equipment. (5295) 

 Camera View - When failing to save image, the camera is re-initiated. (5390) 

 Camera image is now possible to view in handover report. (5391) 

 Non-working auto detection of touch screens removed. Now popups are moved to the top on PU's with the 

touchscreen icon in the lower right corner, but not on CWS's. (5411) 

 Vital signs time values can be automatically populated from old trend values if the time is manually changed, but 

manually entered values will now not be repopulated with old trend values when the time value is manually 

changed. (5430) 

 NIBP alarm sound changed to never exceed 60 seconds. (5473) 

 Clicking the Measuring Unit icon in the Status area (bottom right) now opens the settings page for connection of a 

measuring unit, it previously started monitoring automatically. (5511) 

 Issue with detection of Smart Cards resolved. (5614) 

 Known Issues 

 Camera: Delete button not greyed out when user is logged out. (4819) 

 

*Numbers in brackets are ID-numbers from Ortivus internal source control, work item tracking, reporting and project management tool. 

 

Recommended ePR version 

The below ePR version is recommended to use with this release. 

 SCASFT: SCASFT_15.06.25.1 

 SWASFT: SWASFT_15.06.26.2 

  

Compatible hardware for ambulance units 

The product is released for the following hardware platforms: 

 Panasonic H2 

All versions of Measuring Units M531 and 300C are supported.  

 

Release Information  

The product is released on the following markets: 

 UK – for below Ambulance Services 
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o SWASFT (South Western Ambulance Services Foundation Trust) 

o SCASFT (South Central Ambulance Services Foundation Trust) 

Replaces all previous 4.2 releases.  

Upgrade to 4.2.7 can be done from all previous 4.2 releases. 

MobiMed Smart 4.2.7 includes a new version of the user manual: 

 441239811 MobiMed Smart User Manual (en) rev 03 

 


